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REPORT WRITER ENGINE 46.02.2.1 RELEASE NOTES 
The following feature enhancements and bug fixes have been applied as a part of the 
Narrative1/Report Writer Engine version 46.02.2.1 release. 

For more information regarding the Valuation Excel Model and Engine functionality, please see our documentation. 

 

BUG FIXES 

 

 

 

 

 

Search for Comps
The Search for Comps or Comps database button now allows login for non-OKTA users.

Engine

 

Contacts
Appraiser's certification date now correctly imports the date format.

Engine

 

Paste Text and Map Fields
Corrected an issue where the last worksheet over 10 was not available for mapping.

Word Ribbon

 

View Maps
We've corrected an issue where View Maps was not generating markers.

Engine

Subject/ Comp Import
We've corrected an issue where a % sign at the end of comp data would prevent importing.

Engine

Prep Fields and Tables
We've corrected an issue where the Totals column in the Site worksheet would sometimes not be 
picked up for field insertion in word.

Engine

Arrange Comps
We've corrected an issue where the arrange comps form was not fully expanded for Comp 10.

Engine

Subject Export
Export now tests for the following issues: Numeric data in numeric fields, comments under 500 
characters and the removal of quotation marks.

Engine
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Edit in Excel
Corrected an issue where "Edit in Excel" fails to map correctly where fields are scoped to duplicate 
worksheets.

Word Ribbon

 

AutoText
Corrected an issue where a default folder could not be unselected.

Word Ribbon

 

Autotext
Corrected an issue where clicking the tag when inserting autotext would also select the first tag.

Word Ribbon

 

WHAT’S NEXT? 

LightBox is working on some great new features to increase your efficiency and quality of your reports. 

o Analysis Grids: Auto-insertion of comparables when assigned to a job 
 

INTRODUCING LIGHTBOX VALUATION: 

LightBox Valuation is a revolutionary end-to-end workflow solution that helps valuation professionals win 
more engagements, research property & market data, and write high-quality appraisal reports. This product 
integrates core elements of many standalone LightBox applications (e.g. LandVision, RIMS Central, Narrative1, 
PARCEL, etc.) to create a single seamless experience, which is unrivaled in the market. 

Contact valuation@lightboxre.com to request a demo of LightBox Valuation.  
 


